Abstract. We study monotonicity of primal and dual objective values in the framework of primal-dual interior-point methods. The primal-dual a ne-scaling algorithm is monotone in both objectives. We derive a condition under which a primal-dualinterior-point algorithm with a centering component is monotone. Then we propose primal-dual algorithms that are monotone in both primal and dual objective values and achieve polynomial time bounds. We also provide some arguments showing that several existing primal-dual algorithms use parameters close to one that almost always improves both objectives.
First, we show that the primal-dual a ne-scaling algorithm of Monteiro, Adler and Resende MAR90] (see also KMNY91, MN92b, Tu92] ) is (usually strictly) monotone in both primal and dual objective values. This was proved by Monteiro et al.; see p. 213 in MAR90]. Then we derive a condition on the centering parameter under which a primal-dual interior-point algorithm with a centering component is monotone in both objective values. It seems that most primal-dual interior-point algorithms (except for the a ne-scaling algorithm) are not guaranteed to satisfy this condition. We show how to control the centering parameter in a way that allows monotonicity in both objectives and does not hurt the polynomial time bound proven for the non-monotone version of a primal-dual algorithm. In particular, we study algorithms using one-sided in nity neighborhoods and two-norm neighborhoods of the central path and show that monotonicity can be achieved while keeping the iteration bounds O(nt) and O( p nt) respectively (where t denotes the desired improvement in precision). The algorithm proposed is not only monotone, but it may also enable us to take a longer step in the sense that the centering parameter is less than in the non-monotone version of the algorithm.
From the theoretical point of view, the complexity of primal-dual interior-point algorithms is based on a bound on the second-order term in Newton's method (see MTY90] for example). In this paper, we obtain a new bound on the second-order term to show the polynomiality of the algorithm (see Lemma 9).
Finally, we study the anticipated critical value of the centering parameter and show that several existing primal-dual algorithms use parameters close to one that improves both objectives at almost every iteration.
2. Preliminaries. We consider linear programming problems in the following primal (P) and dual (D) forms: where A 2 IR m n , b 2 IR m , and c 2 IR n . We assume A has full row rank (without loss of generality) and that there exist interior solutions for both problems, i.e., F 0 := f(x; s) > 0 : x 2 F(P); s 2 F(D)g 6 = ;;
where F(P) and F(D) denote the sets of feasible solutions for the primal and dual problems respectively. Most of the time we deal only with s as a dual feasible solution.
So, whenever we say s 2 F(D), we mean that s 0 and there exists a y 2 IR m such that A T y + s = c. Given a vector denoted by a lower-case roman letter (e.g. x), the corresponding upper-case letter (e.g. X) will denote the diagonal matrix whose entries are the components of that vector (i.e. X = diag(x)), and e will denote the vector of ones. We denote the components of a vector using subscripts and the iterate numbers using superscripts. Whenever we ignore superscripts it will be clear from the context what the iterate number should be. Next we describe the central path and its neighborhoods. The central path is given by the set of solutions to the following system of equations and inequalities (for > 0): 
We immediately have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. A primal-dual a ne-scaling algorithm is strictly monotone in both problems unless all the primal or all the dual solutions are optimal.
Proof. Since a primal-dual a ne-scaling algorithm is monotone in both objectives by (12) and (13), we only prove strict monotonicity.
Suppose kv p k 2 = 0. Then c p = 0 by (11). Soŝ := 0 is feasible in (D); therefore, for any x 2 F(P), x is optimal in (P) andŝ in (D) by complementary slackness. Now suppose kv q k 2 = 0. Then b = Ax = p Av = 0, which impliesx := 0 is feasible in (P). Hence, for any s that is feasible in (D), s is optimal in (D) andx is optimal in (P) by complementary slackness.
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From now on, without loss of generality we assume that 0 < kv p k 2 2 < n:
In the same way as we obtained (12) . Then feasibility of (x( ); s( )) can be veri ed as in (a). Using (6), the bound on , and Lemma 5, we obtain kX( )s( ) ? ( ) One way of showing a bound on the number of iterations while keeping the algorithm monotone is to show that there exists an > 0 such that for all iterates. It seems hard to nd such an that is close to 1 (or even bounded away from zero).
Instead, we will show that the second-order terms kdXdsk ? 1 and kdXdsk 2 can be bounded by a multiple of . This is a new way of estimating the second-order terms. Since the bound we will show is a multiple of , it will imply that whenever is small, the second-order terms will be small, hence allowing us to take a larger step and still stay in the desired neighborhood. Since dX( )ds( ) = (V p ? W p )(v q ? w q ) by (10), we get bounds on kv p ? w p k 2 and kv q ? w q k 2 in the following two lemmas. If kv p ? P w p k 2 = 0 the rst inequality holds; otherwise, we divide both sides by kv p ? P w p k 2 to get the result. In the same way, we can prove the second inequality. Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that P 2 (0; 1] and = P in the analysis below.
(a) Let (x; s) 2 N ? 1 ( ) and 0 2 Theorem 10. Let 2 (0; 1) and > 0 be constants independent of the input data of (P) and (D). In order to analyze this situation, we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 6 of MTY90]. The orthogonal invariance of the subspace U implies that we can instead assume that U is the xed subspacẽ U := fx 2 IR n : x d+1 = : : : = x n = 0g
and that e, v, and w are replaced byẽ,ṽ, andw, where these vectors are the results of applying the orthogonal transformation # taking U toŨ to the vectors e, v, and w. Hencẽ e is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere of radius p n in IR n , The quantity in parenthesis is a beta random variable with parameters d=2 and m=2, which has mean d=n and variance 2dm=n 2 (n + 2) 1=(2n + 4). Using Chebyshev's inequality, kẽ p k 2 2 n d 2n with probability approaching 1 as n ! 1. Since d = (n), this shows kẽ p k 2 = ( p n) with high probability, and hence completes the proof. 2
Since U ? satis es (24) if U does, the same result shows that D 1? = p n with high probability as long as m = (n). These results suggest that we cannot expect to nd (= 0 P or 0 D ) smaller than 1 ? = p n for some constant very often. Note that several primal-dual interior-point algorithms use a value for that is 1 ? = p n for some constant (e.g., KMY89], MA89]); our result indicates that this value is close to one that improves both objectives at almost every iteration.
6. Concluding remarks. In an implementation of the strictly monotone algorithm described in Section 3, we may use a small parameter value of 0 (for example 0 = 1=n) and long step sizes such that the next primal and dual iterates are located a xed ratio (say :99) of the way from the current point to the boundary of the corresponding feasible region. In that case, the next iterate is well-de ned and the duality gap decreases strictly, although these phenomena have not been shown in non-monotone versions of the algorithm.
